2015 CONFERENCE LINEUP

Calendar of Events.
Spring 2015
• Oil and Gas Summit 2015: Fundamentals, Financials,
Prices, and Politics
• Public Sector HR 2015: Transformation, Innovation, and
Performance

• Resilience Canada 2015
• Business Innovation Summit 2015: Connect, Collaborate,
and Innovate Together
• Change Management 2015: People, Process, Performance

• Cyber Security and Insider Threat: Effective Strategies for
Defending Your Data and Organization

• Western Health Summit 2015: Making Change That Makes
a Difference

• ERM 2015: Driving Performance with a Risk
Management Culture

• Strategic Procurement and Innovation: Opportunities for
Improving Canada’s Health Care Systems

• Atlantic Canada HR Summit 2015: Innovative People
Practices in the Emerging Talent Decade

• Technology-Enabled HR

• Winnipeg Business Outlook
• Edmonton Business Outlook
• Calgary Business Outlook
• Atlantic Business Outlook
• Pensions Summit 2015: Risk, Performance, and Innovation

• Economic Outlook Seminar
• Culture of Engagement 2015
• Saskatchewan Forum 2015
• Toronto Business Outlook
• Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2015

• Canadian Immigration Summit 2015: Towards a National
Immigration Action Plan

Fall 2015
• Towards a Canadian Energy Strategy (By Invitation Only)

• 2015 Honorary Associate Award Dinner

• Intergovernmental Forum on Risk Management 2015

• Western Compensation and HR Outlook 2015

• The Better Workplace Conference 2015

• Benefits and Disability Management West 2015

• Benefits and Disability Management 2015

• Economic Outlook Seminar

• 4th Canadian Food Summit 2015

• Health Summit 2015

• Public Sector Social Media 2015

• Public Sector Transformation West 2015

• 3rd Skills and Post-Secondary Education Summit 2015

• Public Sector Transformation 2015

conferenceboard.ca

Oil and Gas Summit 2015: Fundamentals,
Financials, Prices, and Politics
January 19–20, 2015
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

Get the experts’ perspectives on the future of oil and
gas pricing and supply.
If you knew now where oil and gas prices and supply volumes were going to be months and even years from
now, it would help you plan your organization’s future.
Will prices and supplies be stable or unstable, increase
or decrease, and how will these movements affect the
Canadian oil and gas industry?
Oil and Gas Summit 2015: Fundamentals, Financials,
Prices, and Politics will feature renowned Canadian
and international experts, discussing the forces that will
affect oil and natural gas supply and pricing in the near
future.

The same forces that are shrinking and changing the
public service are also increasing demands on the system. This changing environment requires your best performance, and an ability to make tough decisions.
This event will help, by inspiring you with the success
stories and insights of HR leaders who’ve dealt with the
issues you’re now facing. Find out how to increase your
HR organization’s efficiency and effectiveness, while
supporting your staff, many of whom are feeling overwhelmed and underappreciated.
Marketing Partners: Actionable Books, Institute of Public
Administration of Canada, Saskatchewan Association of Human
Resources Professionals
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

Cyber Security and Insider Threat: Effective
Strategies for Defending Your Data and
Organization

Learn about worldwide developments, and their potential
impact on the Canadian oil and gas scene:

February 18–19, 2015
Shaw Centre (formerly Ottawa Convention Centre) • Ottawa

• big picture market fundamentals, including oil and natural gas prices in the short to medium term

The last few years have seen numerous headlines on
security breaches across the private and public sectors.
And while high profile examples such as the data breach
at Target that compromised the private information of
millions of customers, the Heartbleed bug that called into
question the security of systems around the world, or the
recent case of Chinese hackers infiltrating National
Research Canada computers abound.

• the impact of major geopolitical events, such as the
New Cold War and the rise of ISIS
• U.S. shale gas—an experts’ debate on future supply
and demand
• Canadian oil and gas development, infrastructure, and
LNG exports outlook
2015 Sponsors: CITI Bank, Bennett Jones LLP, Encana Corporation
Exclusive National Media Partner: Financial Post
Exclusive Industry Media Partner: Alberta Oil Magazine
Marketing Partners: Calgary Economic Development, Canadian
Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors, Canadian Energy Efficiency
Alliance, Energy Intelligence
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

Public Sector HR 2015: Transformation,
Innovation, and Performance
February 4–5, 2015
Fairmont Château Laurier • Ottawa

Join us for Public Sector HR 2015: HR
Transformation, Innovation, and Performance and
learn about the latest HR developments and practices,
and from the successes and experiences of your peers.

Cyber Security and Insider Threat: Effective
Strategies for Defending Your Data and Organization
will address the latest thinking and practice in cyber
security and managing insider threats to help you build
a more comprehensive defense against attack and
damage from inside and outside your organization.
While you must guard against the increase in external
threats, ask yourself—who has the most knowledge
about your organization’s structure, processes, its vulnerabilities and the value of its information? Those inside
or outside your organization? Clearly employees, contractors and suppliers are well placed, should they so
choose, to compromise your data and so threaten your
continued operations. Their greater organizational knowledge, everyday access to workplace systems and
resources, and interactions with co-workers provide
them with far more opportunity to damage your operations.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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This event will help you asses the relative risks outside
and inside the organization and so help you allocate
resources and attention appropriately to improve your
security and better enable you to prevent breaches and
compromises.
2015 Sponsors: IBM Canada Ltd., Symantec (Canada) Corporation
Marketing Partners: Cyber Security Canada, Canadian Electricity
Association, Canadian Military Intelligence Association, Institute of
Public Administration of Canada, Invest Ottawa, Raymond Chabot
Grant Thornton
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

ERM 2015: Driving Performance with
a Risk Management Culture
February 23–25, 2015
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

ERM is now a recognized tool to help navigate turbulence and changes in the business environment. Most
ERM practitioners also acknowledge they still have work
to do in creating a risk-aware culture, where managers
deliberately and consistently balance upside and downside enterprise risks in keeping with corporate strategy
and tolerance for risk.
ERM pioneers have also learned that, while analytics are
foundational, they alone don’t deliver a culture of risk
management. If ERM is to deliver on its full potential in
any organization, it requires the tenacity and leadership
of a change management exercise.
ERM 2015: Driving Performance with a Risk
Management Culture will examine how you can
improve risk management and business results by developing a more risk-aware culture.
Now in its 16th year, the Conference Board’s ERM conference has earned its reputation for going beyond theories to explore actual implementation experiences. This
year’s event will be no exception, with peer-to-peer-dialogue sessions, insightful presentations from leading
experts, and the latest approaches and practical insights
from case examples.
2015 Sponsors: Enbridge Inc., Global Risk Institute in Financial
Services, Syntegrity Group

Atlantic Canada HR Summit 2015:
Innovative People Practices in the Emerging
Talent Decade
February 25–26, 2015
The Westin Nova Scotian • Halifax

Our first Summit in November 2013 was a huge success,
and delegates remarked that we had truly reset the bar
for conferences focusing on the issues that matter most
to Atlantic HR professionals.
Building on that success, the Atlantic Canada HR
Summit 2015: Innovative People Practices in the
Emerging Talent Decade will focus on how to:
• find, keep, and fully engage the people you need to
succeed
• develop the leadership skills your organization needs
for tomorrow
• build a workplace and culture that attracts and retains
diverse people and skills, and drives innovation and
performance
Hear the latest forecasts and insights from the
Conference Board.
Once again, we‘re bringing Conference Board experts to
share their insights on the economy, HR’s role in the talent decade, and how to envision your organization’s
future using Strategic Foresight.
Also, based on delegate feedback, we’ve also added
another half day to the agenda. This expanded program
will provide more insights and best practice cases, and
more time to discuss your ideas with the experts and
your fellow delegates, many of whom are facing the
same challenges.
2015 Sponsors: Microsoft Canada Inc., CPA Atlantic School of
Business, Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia Office of Immigration
Marketing Partners: Insights Learning and Development (Atlantic)
Ltd., Workday, Atlantic Chamber of Commerce, Greater Charlottetown
Chamber of Commerce, Human Resources Association of Nova
Scotia, Human Resources Professionals of Newfoundland and
Labrador, IPAC—Moncton, IPAC—PEI, Knightsbridge Robertson
Surrette, Mining Industry Human Resource Council, University of New
Brunswick—College of Extended Learning

Marketing Partner: Risk Wise Inc.
Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Winnipeg Business Outlook
March 2, 2015
Fort Garry Hotel Spa and Conference Centre • Winnipeg

The Manitoba and Winnipeg economies are highly
diversified and should be well positioned to take advantage of the U.S. recovery, combined with a lower dollar
and fuel costs. Will we see an increase in activity among
manufacturers and exporters, particularly those going
into the U.S., as the economy responds to lower oil
prices? What are the implications for key sectors like
housing, aerospace and transportation, agri-food production and processing? Over the longer term, do
Winnipeg and Manitoba have the right economic conditions in place—like attracting new permanent workers—
to ensure a robust growing economy?

will be affected. Calgary and its head offices will be
prime targets for reduction in staff counts as a result of a
severe slow down in capital spending budgets.
Moreover, increased mergers and acquisition activity is
likely as the market weeds out the weaker players; consolidation within the stronger players may be the name of
the game. Other parts of the local economy, like housing,
will feel the pinch. The Alberta Government is also being
hit hard by the sudden drop in royalties, which is bound
to have an impact on the Calgary region in 2015. And
what will happen to the inflow of new workers into
Calgary and Alberta? The bottom line: how hard will
Calgary and Alberta be hit, and what are the prospects
for a timely recovery?
In Partnership with: Calgary Economic Development
2015 Sponsors: ATB Financial, KPMG

In Partnership with: The Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce

Edmonton Business Outlook
March 3, 2015
Shaw Conference Centre • Edmonton

The rapid collapse in oil prices, driven by global forces,
and continuing softness in natural gas prices have hit the
Alberta economy hard. The Edmonton region, which was
forecast to lead all Canadian metropolitan regions in
economic growth not so long ago, is being buffeted as
businesses and government respond to the energy price
shock. Capital budgets are being slashed, rig counts
dropping and the oilfield services sector is feeling the
brunt of slower exploration. Other parts of the local economy, like housing, will feel the pinch. The Alberta
Government is also being hit hard by the sudden drop in
royalties, which is bound to have an impact on the
Edmonton region in 2015. And what will happen to the
inflow of new workers into Edmonton and Alberta? The
bottom line: how hard will Edmonton and Alberta be hit,
and what are the prospects for recovery?

Atlantic Business Outlook
April 9, 2015
Halifax Marriott Harbourfront • Halifax

What affects will a lower loonie, falling oil prices, and an
aging demographic have on economic growth in Atlantic
Canada? Will the Canada European Union Trade
Agreement present opportunities for the Atlantic region
and give it the competitive advantage it needs?
At Atlantic Business Outlook, find out how these
critical elements affect the Atlantic economy, what
opportunities and risks they create, and how these
issues will impact your organization.
Hear what local leaders are doing to succeed in the
current environment and discuss some important
questions:
• How are they dealing with labour market challenges?
• How are they attracting top talent?
• What markets are they expanding to?

In Partnership with: Enterprise Edmonton

• How are they innovating?

2015 Sponsor: ATB Financial

2015 Sponsor: Bank of Montreal

Calgary Business Outlook

Marketing Partners: Atlantic Chamber of Commerce, Canmac
Economics Ltd., Greater Charlottetown Chamber of Commerce,
Halifax Chamber of Commerce, McInnes Cooper

March 4, 2015
The Fairmont Palliser • Calgary

The rapid collapse in oil prices, driven by global forces,
and continuing softness in natural gas prices has hit the
Alberta economy hard. The business community is
unlikely to sit still; investment budgets and workforces

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Pensions Summit 2015: Risk, Performance,
and Innovation

Canadian Immigration Summit 2015:
Towards a National Immigration Action Plan

April 13–14, 2015
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel • Toronto

April 13–14, 2015
Fairmont Château Laurier • Ottawa

The crises of recent years seem like a distant memory
for many pension managers, and fewer headlines trumpet doomsday scenarios or record low solvency rates.
However pensions remain a critical element of compensation, and a significant potential risk for employers.
Provincial governments, recognizing that many
Canadians don’t have pensions, are also stepping up
with pension plans of their own.

The world is waking up to the value of immigrants—
today, the competition for immigrant talent is rising
around the globe. Yet, today employers are experiencing
challenges finding and hiring immigrants with the right
skills—when they need them. In addition, many organizations are not yet taking full advantage of immigrants’
skills, talents and expertise to optimize corporate performance and growth.

Pensions Summit 2015: Risk, Performance, and
Innovation will bring together government, pension fund,
employer, and labour leaders for an enlightening and
solutions-focused forum you won’t want to miss.

Canada’s economic and social prosperity depends on
our ability to attract immigrants in large numbers. We
need to respond to domestic and global trends that are
changing the immigration environment—changes that
will likely require the modernization of our policy and programming for all aspects of our immigration system.

Become part of the solution by contributing your issues
and ideas to the debate. You’ll also hear the latest thinking on:
• innovative plan design, including the growth of target
benefit funds
• important recent and upcoming regulatory changes
and legal decisions
• shifting from defined benefit to defined contribution
• educating your workforce on retirement and pensions
• retirement changes, now and in the future
• dealing with contribution volatility
• balancing adequacy, affordability, and security
• the impact of defined benefit legislation on credit
spreads and bond ratings
• how to develop a de-risking plan
• letters of credit versus cash contributions
• managing change as a result of plan redesign
• communicating change to employees
Participate in this frank and open exchange of views with
the diverse speaking faculty and audience of senior pension leaders.
2015 Sponsors: Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada,
PBI Actuarial Consultants Ltd.
Marketing Partners: Alternative Investment Management Association
(AIMA) Canada, Canadian Federation of Pensioners, Canadian
Institute of Actuaries

Canadian Immigration Summit 2015: Towards a
National Immigration Action Plan is exploring how we
can sustain Canada’s position as a preferred country of
destination for the world’s talent, and as a safe and supportive home for family members and refugees. This
includes invitation, selection, settlement, integration,
labour market connection, credential recognition, and
retention of immigrants.
Canadian and international expert speakers will share
innovative insights and practical solutions on how we
can enhance and streamline our immigration system to
better respond to the needs of Canadian businesses and
communities, attract more international students to our
academic institutions, improve international credential
recognition and transfer, help overcome significant
labour shortages particularly in the skilled trades, and
more.
A combination of interactive presentations, panel discussions, and delegate-expert sharing sessions will give
participants the latest insights on how to attract the best
and the brightest to their organizations and better harness the innovative talents of immigrants to drive corporate success.
2015 Sponsors: Royal Bank of Canada, Campbell Cohen,
Nova Scotia Office of Immigration, Western Union Canada

Special Contributor: Data on the Spot

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Marketing Partners: London-Middlesex Immigrant Employment
Council, World Education Services, ASSIST Community Services
Centre, Association for New Canadians, Calgary Immigrant
Educational Society, Canadian Immigrant, Canadian Immigration
Historical Society, Canadian Information Centre for International
Credentials, Canadian Network of Agencies for Regulation, Hire
Immigrants, Hire Immigrants—Ottawa, Immigrant Employment
Council of BC, Immigration Business Network ib2ib Inc., Immigration
Partnership, Immigrant Services Guelph-Wellington, Irish Canadian
Immigration Centre, KEYS Job Centre, Manitoba Nurses Union,
Matthew House Ottawa: Refugee Services, Newcomers Canada, New
Canadian Media, New Canadians (New Horizons Media), Ottawa
Chamber of Commerce, Ottawa Community Immigrant Services
Organization, Saskatchewan Association of Immigrant Settlement and
Integration Agencies,
Special Contributors: New Canadian Children and Youth Study,
Smyth Massage Therapy Centretown

Resilience Canada 2015
April 27–28, 2015
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

During the last two years there have been major events
in Canada and the United States that have tested our
infrastructure to the limits including major accidents such
as the Lac-Megantic rail disaster, the floods in Calgary,
winter storms, and widespread electrical power disruptions. Major weather events in the United States such as
Hurricane Sandy caused extensive damage not only
along the eastern seaboard but far inland in the New
England States.
While it is impossible to predict these events, the
increasing frequency and complexity of major emergencies means that various levels of government, the private
sector and general population must be prepared. The
lessons learned from these recent events can provide
invaluable insights into building resilience across a range
of organizations.
Resilience Canada 2015 will bring together experts
from across Canada and beyond to share their lessons
and insights on how to create resilience based on their
experiences dealing with a range of major disasters and
crises. The aim of this event is to learn from the experiences of others so that we can implement resilience well
in advance of any crisis or disaster, allowing us to
recover better and faster than before.

Business Innovation Summit 2015: Connect,
Collaborate, and Innovate Together
April 28–29, 2015
Metro Toronto Convention Centre • Toronto

The Conference Board’s Centre for Business Innovation
(CBI) is bringing together hundreds of business leaders
and major players from Canada’s innovation eco-system
to share, learn from one another, and harness the power
of collaboration to help businesses innovate and commercialize faster.
Two heads are often better than one. When strong minds
collaborate and work together, innovation can occur that
is far beyond the capabilities of a single person.
Business Innovation Summit 2015: Connect,
Collaborate, and Innovate Together will help business
professionals tap into the power of collaboration to fuel
the innovation and commercialization of new products
and services. Delegates will learn best practices for
building strategic partnerships that work, engaging their
employees, creating a more collaborative corporate culture, managing the innovation process and teams, and
implementing collaborative technologies and tools.
2015 Sponsors: Symcor Inc., IBM Canada Ltd., Data on the Spot
(DOTS), Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto, Digital
Media Zone, Ryerson University, Office Chaos Solutions
Marketing Partners: ABC Life Literacy Canada, Alberta Council
of Technologies, Association of University Research Parks, BC
Innovation Council, BC Technology Industry Association, Canada—
United States Business Association, Canada’s Venture Capital and
Private Equity Association, Canadian Business Strategy Association,
Canadian Science Policy Centre, CanBiotech, Centre for Social
Innovation, First Angel Network, Futurepreneur Canada, GermanCanadian Centre for Innovation and Research, Go Productivity,
Hatchery Engineering, University of Toronto, i-CANADA Alliance,
Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC),
Innovate Calgary, Innovation Initiatives Ontario North (iion),
Interactive Ontario, International Society for Professional Innovation
Management (ISPIM), ITAC (Information Technology Association
of Canada), Manara, MaRS Discovery District, National Angel
Capital Organization, National Crowdfunding Association Canada,
NORCAT—Innovation Mill, Northwestern Ontario Innovation
Centre, PDMA—Toronto Chapter, RIC Centre (Research Innovation
Commercialization), Small Business BC, Startup Niagara,
TechAlliance, The EDGY Empire, University of Toronto—UTEST,
Women’s Enterprise Organizations of Canada

2015 Sponsors: Aviva Canada Inc., Stantec
Marketing Partners: Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs, Canadian
Electricity Association, Canadian Risk and Hazards Network, Crisis
Resilience Alliance, Emergency Medical Services Foundation,
International Association of Emergency Managers, Paramedic Chiefs
of Canada

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Change Management 2015: People,
Process, Performance

Each year we enlist the top change practitioners and
leading thinkers on change from many sectors. In 2014
we had a fire captain, a bank CEO, leading independent
consultants, professors, innovators, and public sector
leaders.

Canada has the fourth highest incidence of diabetes
among the 34 OECD member countries, and diabetes
treatment costs more than doubled between 2000 and
2010. Historical levels of spending increases aren’t sustainable, and demands on the system continue to grow.
Also, 44% of total health care spending goes to care for
those over 65, a group that’s growing three times faster
than the rest of the population. We may not be facing an
immediate health care crisis, but there’s certainly a
strong case for major change.

A wide range of perspectives offers you the most return
for your time investment, and our unparalleled facilitation
helps you make connections, not just between presentations, but between the insights and your change environment.

Western Health Summit 2015: Making Change That
Makes a Difference will focus on compelling examples
of change on the ground, framed by foundational insights
from our respected research, and the enlightening
experiences of leading health change agents.

Change Management 2015: People, Process,
Performance will deliver this unique change management learning experience.

While major changes must happen, such as a shift from
acute care toward chronic care and prevention, there are
also opportunities to effect meaningful change on a
smaller scale. We find many examples of successful
health change, innovation, and new thinking across
Canada. This event will bring you some of the best of
these examples, so you can consider how to apply the
lessons learned to your own situation.

May 5–6, 2015
InterContinental Toronto Centre • Toronto

You’ll hear from top change practitioners and benefit
from their experiences planning, managing, and leading
change initiatives. You’ll also meet other change experts
who are facing many of the same challenges you are.
This event will help put you at the leading edge of
change.
2015 Sponsor: Interbrand Canada, Data on the Spot, Office Chaos
Solutions
Marketing Partners: Eagle Professional Resources Inc.,
Leanintuit, Actionable Books, Association of Change Management
Professionals—Toronto Chapter, Business Process Incubator,
Capillary Consulting, Delta Partners Management Consultants,
International Association of Business Communicators (IABC)—Ottawa
Chapter

2015 Sponsors: Dr. Roger’s Prize, Alberta Blue Cross, Boehringer
Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd., Medtronic of Canada Ltd.
Marketing Partners: Alberta College of Paramedics, Canadian
Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health, Canadian Association
of Occupational Therapists, Canadian Coalition for Green Health
Care, Canadian College of Health Leaders, Canadian Psychological
Association, Gallant HealthWorks & Associates, Health Employers
Association of BC, Health Information Management Association of
Alberta (HIMAA), Healthy Minds Canada, Longwoods.com
Special Contributor: Speakers’ Spotlight

Special Contributor: Tri Fit Inc.

Western Health Summit 2015: Making
Change That Makes a Difference
May 11–12, 2015
The Westin Edmonton • Edmonton

With health care now accounting for more than 40% of
provincial expenditures, change has never been more
critical. According to the Canadian Institute for Health
Information, health spending in 2011 was over $200
billion, or 11.6% of GDP!

Strategic Procurement and Innovation:
Opportunities for Improving Canada’s
Health Care Systems
May 20–21, 2015
The Old Mill Inn • Toronto

There is increasing national and international attention
being paid to the role that government and health care
organizations can play as a supply-side instrument in
pulling cost-effective innovation into health care systems
and other areas. Despite this growing awareness, there
is limited understanding as to how the potential of innovation procurement can be implemented to produce tan-

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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gible benefits.
The Conference Board of Canada will be holding the
Strategic Procurement and Innovation:
Opportunities for Improving Canada’s Health Care
Systems, which includes a full-day optional workshop
on May 20th and a one-day conference on May 21st.
This event will help you better understand strategic
procurement and innovation and position you to benefit
from the opportunities.
As a participant, you will come away with a sense of
what the opportunities are and how you can embrace
evolving procurement practices that can result in better
patient outcomes and an enhanced bottom-line.
2015 Sponsors: Medtronic of Canada Ltd., BD Canada Inc., MEDEC
Marketing Partners: Canadian College of Health Leaders,
CanBiotech, Central Ontario Healthcare Procurement Alliance,
MaRS Discovery District

Technology-Enabled HR
May 21, 2015
One King West Hotel & Residence • Toronto

Whether it’s moving to the cloud, exploring social media,
or employee self-service, technology is continuing to
transform HR—bringing with it the promise of improved
service, greater efficiencies, and greater employee
engagement. HR leaders are focused on identifying and
deploying the technologies that will support and enable
better HR practices.
We have designed this event to ensure that your technology choices deliver on the promise to bring better
results.
This event will address the question of what’s next:
• What are the emerging trends, platforms, and applications for HR?
• Can you use technology as a platform for HR innovation and better decision-making?
• How can you use technology to create more value for
your organization?
• How can technology enable HR professionals to complete processes in different ways with better outcomes?
• How can HR technology improve the performance of
your workforce?
• How are organizations

2015 Sponsors: ADP Canada Co., Buck Consultants—A Xerox,
Company, Ceridian Canada Ltd., Halogen Software Inc., Ultimate
Software, Office Chaos Solutions
Marketing Partners: Career Professionals of Canada, Ontario
Municipal Human Resources Association

Economic Outlook Seminar
May 22, 2015
The Conference Board of Canada • Ottawa

The Economic Outlook Seminar gives our customers
the opportunity to get the latest perspectives on our global,
national, and regional forecasts. It is a half day seminar
that concludes with a reception and lunch. The program
is intended to give our customers the opportunity to ask
questions, hear expert analysis, and discuss important
issues about the economic outlook with the Conference
Board’s forecasting team and participants from other
organizations.

Culture of Engagement 2015
May 25–26, 2015
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

Imagine a high performing organization without engaged
employees. Not possible is it? Yet despite numerous
studies and reports that demonstrate the connection
between engagement and performance—and plain common sense—it seems too many organizations still proceed as if the two are unconnected.
And worse—the systems we put in place to manage and
presumably increase performance, actually result in less
engaged employees. What’s needed is a rethinking of
the performance management systems to reinforce
engagement and create a virtuous cycle.
Join us in an in-depth exploration of the key drivers of
engagement. Every year numerous lists appear that
identify the top companies in Canada—the one’s with
the best benefits, the most engaged employees or the
most inclusive work environment. While valuable and
providing an inspiration for all organizations to improve
these competitions only go so far. And with so many lists
and so many criteria the field has become confusing—
the question you need answered isn’t “how do I get on
the list” but “what can we do tomorrow that will raise
engagement and start delivering high performance?”
That is what the Culture of Engagement 2015 is all
about.
2015 Sponsors: TalentMap, Cenera, HR ALL-IN Inc.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Saskatchewan Forum 2015
May 26–27, 2015
Delta Bessborough • Saskatoon

Saskatchewan has and continues to be a leader in its
economic, social, and institutional strength. Challenges
have turned to opportunities as the province addresses
issues head on. Saskatchewan’s leadership capacity is
evident across Canada. Its relationships with key trading
partners, stewardship of natural resources, and management of the extractive industries have important economic, social, and environmental consequences for all.
But what defines leadership success? What makes
Saskatchewan a leadership champion and how can lessons replicate across the continuum of society and economy to maintain its position in the years to come?
The Saskatchewan Forum 2015 will explore
Saskatchewan’s leadership role in the world, in Canada,
and within its own borders. In Saskatchewan’s cites and
rural communities alike, people are facing new challenges and opportunities that are testing the skills of leaders in business, government, academia, and
community-based organizations.
2015 Sponsors: Graham Group of Companies, Saskatchewan
Ministry of the Economy, Saskatchewan Polytechnic, The Mosaic
Company, University of Regina, University of Saskatchewan

Toronto Business Outlook
May 28, 2015
The National Club • Toronto

The Toronto economy has gone through a challenging
period of adjustment, marked by the global financial
crisis, sustained weak U.S. recovery and structural
changes in a number of key sectors of the economy.
Pressures continue to build on the region’s infrastructure
and on its ability to provide public services effectively.
Yet despite the pressures to adjust and adapt, Toronto
remains the heart of Canada’s economy. Its success is
vital to the Greater Golden Horseshoe region, the province of Ontario and indeed, all of Canada. While
Canada’s resource-producing regions have captured
most of the headlines in recent months, good and bad,
the revitalization of the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is
critical to the nation’s economic success. Creating a
shared understanding of the competitive pressures, the
economic potential, and the specific opportunities for
Toronto’s revitalization is critical to strategic and operational thought leaders in the private and public sectors.

Join senior leaders, including strategy and business
development VPs and directors from the private sector,
senior analysts, directors, vice presidents and other
leaders from the public sector, key professional service
providers and other thought-leaders to get the information you need to plan for the year ahead.
2015 Sponsors: PwC Canada, Data on the Spot
Marketing Partners: Toronto Financial District, Toronto Region Board
of Trade

Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2015
June 2–3, 2015
InterContinental Toronto Centre • Toronto

Absenteeism costs the economy almost $17 billion a
year. Researchers projected that the six most common
mental conditions afflicting the working-age population—
depression, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, social phobia,
panic disorder, and agoraphobia—would alone cost
more than $20 billion in 2012.
Mental health issues are the primary cause of both short
and long-term disability. Conference Board research also
shows that a depressive episode is one of the strongest
risk factors for workplace ‘presenteeism’—being present
but not engaged or productive.
Each year this event brings together wellness leaders to
discuss what’s working best in their organizations. Like
you, these leaders recognize that workplace wellness is
not just an important tool to reduce costs and improve
performance, but also a key differentiator in the competition for top talent.
Workplace Wellness and Mental Health 2015 will feature organizations that have invested in workplace wellness and seen the results in reduced absenteeism and
greater employee engagement. You’ll learn from their
experiences how you too can create a wellness program
that has a positive impact on performance, while it helps
employees become healthier and happier.
2015 Sponsor: Homewood Health, McKesson Canada, Sun Life
Assurance Company of Canada, Solareh, Office Massage
Marketing Partners: Canadian Alliance for Mental Illness and Mental
Health, Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists, Canadian
College of Health Leaders, Canadian Coalition for Green Health
Care, Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work, Diversity! In
the Workplace, For Health, Healthy Minds Canada, Mental Health
Commission of Canada, Mood Food Culinary, Ontario Municipal
Human Resources Association, The Psychology Foundation of
Canada, Well Street
Special Contributor: Tri Fit Inc.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Towards a Canadian Energy Strategy
(By Invitation Only)
September 23–24, 2015
Fairmont Château Laurier • Ottawa

The energy sector has always been subject to degrees
of uncertainty, but the current position of Canada’s
energy sector is as volatile as it has been in years, even
decades. It is becoming increasingly difficult for Canada
to move major energy projects forward. Given the
important role energy plays directly and indirectly in
Canada’s economy, as well as the impact that it has on
the environment and society as a whole, Canada needs
a responsible, well-informed dialogue on the range of
issues flowing from the energy sector.
The Conference Board of Canada believes that a holistic
approach, involving multiple stakeholders across the full
spectrum of the energy industry, can contribute to moving energy projects forward at a reasonable pace and
serve to advance a Canadian energy strategy. It is for
this reason that we are holding this important event
which we hope will serve as a platform to launch a new
initiative in this area: The Centre on Energy, Environment
and Economy to help move the energy strategy forward
in earnest.

Intergovernmental Forum on Risk
Management 2015
September 28–29, 2015
Shaw Centre • Ottawa

Over one thousand public sector risk leaders have participated in the Intergovernmental Forum on Risk
Management since its inception. Consistent quality is
what sets this event apart, and many delegates return
each year to stay current and network with their peers
from across the public sector.
Learn from a wide range of knowledgeable speakers
from inside and outside government, and benefit from
their insights and practical guidance on risk planning,
management, measurement, delivery, and the latest
public sector risk innovations.
We will also learn from past risk management issues,
and we’ll also discuss how to realize the positive potential of risk management, and how risk managers can
contribute to public sector innovation.

The experts will offer practical advice from their risk
management experiences, explaining how they identify,
classify, communicate, and mitigate risk. This foundation
will help you benchmark your risk strategy, and ensure it
delivers results.

The Better Workplace Conference 2015
October 14–16, 2015
Hilton Lac-Leamy • Gatineau

In the last few years, employee engagement has risen to
become a priority for organizations across Canada. As
employers turn their focus to building better workplaces,
we all face an uncertain future. Many see a new world of
opportunity opening up as a new generation rises to
leadership in organizations. At the same time, small,
innovative companies are driving the HR and corporate
agenda with their employee-focused policies. Employees
are looking for greater freedom and many employers are
delivering through initiatives such as Results Only Work
Environments or the Holocracy of organizations such as
Zappos and Netflix. Yet, despite this, many see themselves and their colleagues overworked as they face the
multiple demands of an always-on workplace.
For 18 years this event has driven a discussion about
wellness, change, and corporate culture—aimed at creating a more engaged and healthier workforce. Other
events address aspects of this issue, but only at The
Better Workplace Conference will you hear from the top
change and wellness practitioners. The unrivalled variety
of the presentations and workshops offer the opportunity
for new ways of seeing and doing that will deliver results
for you and your employer.
Joint Strategic Partner: Lundbeck Canada Inc., Mental Health
Commission of Canad
Major Partners: Homewood Health, Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada
Conference Partners: The Great-West Life Assurance Company,
Green Shield Canada, Morneau Shepell Ltd.
Fitness Partner: Garmin
Exhibitor: Royal Roads University
Marketing Partners: Canadian Association of Occupational
Therapists, Canadian College of Health Leaders, Canadian
Psychological Association, Diversity! In the Workplace, Healthy Minds
Canada

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Benefits and Disability Management 2015

2015 Honorary Associate Award Dinner

October 20–21, 2015
Venue TBD • Toronto

November 10, 2015
Le Centre Sheraton Montréal • Montréal

Details coming soon.

We are delighted to announce that The Conference
Board of Canada and its Board of Directors have
selected Jacques Ménard, C.C., O.Q as the 2015
Honorary Associate. The Honorary Associate Award is
the Conference Board’s highest honour, conferred annually upon individuals who have served their organization
and their country with distinction.

2015 Sponsor: Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

4th Canadian Food Summit 2015
October 26–27, 2015
Hilton Toronto • Toronto

Details coming soon.

Public Sector Social Media 2015
October 27–28, 2015
Shaw Centre • Ottawa

Social media has quickly moved from being a fringe distraction to an essential part of every organization’s communications strategy. Those who dismissed them as
fleeting have been emphatically proved wrong.
Communications professionals have experienced a revolutionary change in the channels available to them, and
social media have transformed the relationship between
customers and vendors, citizens and governments, and
employers and employees. Social media has also created new communities and avenues of expression for
professional and personal interests.
This event has been reporting from the frontlines of public sector social media for five years. Social media pioneers have shared their insights, experiences, and stories
of success and failure, and have inspired and helped
participants blaze their own social media trails.
You’ll learn from organizations that are seeing real, tangible results from social media, including pioneers who
are using the latest tools, and others who’ve mastered
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and more.

3rd Skills and Post-Secondary Education
Summit 2015
November 3–5, 2015
Delta Edmonton South Hotel and Conference Centre •
Edmonton

Details coming soon.

Please join Canada’s business and community leaders
at the Honorary Associate Award Dinner on Tuesday,
November 10, 2015 at Le Centre Sheraton Montréal to
celebrate Jacques Ménard’s many achievements.
The Conference Board of Canada is very proud to be
honouring such an outstanding business and community
leader, accomplished individual, and a true Canadian.

Western Compensation and
HR Outlook 2015
November 18, 2015
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

Details coming soon.

Benefits and Disability Management
West 2015
November 19, 2015
Hyatt Regency Calgary • Calgary

Details coming soon.

Economic Outlook Seminar
November 20, 2015
The Conference Board of Canada • Ottawa

The Economic Outlook Seminar gives our customers
the opportunity to get the latest perspectives on our global,
national, and regional forecasts. It is a half day seminar
that concludes with a reception and lunch. The program
is intended to give our customers the opportunity to ask
questions, hear expert analysis, and discuss important
issues about the economic outlook with the Conference
Board’s forecasting team and participants from other
organizations.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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Health Summit 2015
November 2015 (TBD)
Venue TBD • Toronto

Details coming soon.

Public Sector Transformation West 2015
December 2015 (TBD)
Matrix Hotel • Edmonton

Public Sector Transformation 2015
December 8–9, 2015
Fairmont Château Laurier • Ottawa

Details coming soon.

For more information on any of our conferences, please contact us!
Tel. 1-866-711-2262 • E-mail conferencemarketing@conferenceboard.ca
www.conferenceboard.ca/conf
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